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Attendance and performance 

Please attach ‘Monthly Student Attendance Report’  

1. There are 17 students of which 13 girls and 4 boys. 

2.  The students who were absent more than four days no:  

3. All the students in this class their behaviour are good 

Progress in Curriculum  

4. Week 1 in June, I taught unit 1 page28-33 “He`s a hero!”. Lesson 1 words: pupil, 

housewife, fireman, pilot, doctor, policeman, farmer, mum, nurse, and orange. These 

words students can write and read them clearly. I played the tape script and students tried 

to listen carefully and then they listen and read the dialogue, it was about the “Yes/No, 

question”  “Ex: Is Grandma a teacher? No, she isn`t. She`s a housewife.”  Lesson 2: 

“Grammar” this session I taught them about “He is (for man) / She is (for woman) I got 

them to make a sentence for each and I wrote some examples on the board” He is a 

fireman/ She`s a pupil.” Students tried to make a sentence for each, lesson 3: Song; “Two 

kind doctors” Students listened and sing, they can sing this song very happily. Lesson 4 

Phonics: letters Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp. Students listened point and repeated, listened and 

chant: “This is my mum, m, m, mum” then listen to the sounds and joint the letters. They 

can read and circled the sounds m, n, o, p at the start of the words. Lesson 5 Skills Time! 

Reading, 1. Students point to the jobs and say the words then listened and read. Lesson 6 

Listening, students listened and number the pictures 1 to 4.Speaking- students asked and 

answered the questions “Is he/she a nurse? Yes, he/ she is./ No, he/ she isn`t ” Writing 



students can identified the beginning of the sentence with Capital letters and at the end of 

the sentence, we used full stops, and the last was Unit Test 4. 

5. Week 2 in June: Unit 5 “Where`s the ball?” Page 34-39 Lesson 1 Words listen point and 

repeat (seesaw, slide, net, swing, tree, pool, ice cream, Frisbee) to study and review these 

words, I used game Hang Man to teach them and got them to use in the sentences. Ex: I 

play on the seesaw. After that I played the tape script, students can read a dialogue about 

playing football 1-4. Lesson 2 Grammar, students looked and say the questions and 

answers. Next I taught some prepositions like: in, on and under, they can complete them 

in the sentences. This point I taught them asking their partners about the position of the 

things or people. Ex: Where is the ball? It is under the swing. Where do you live? I live in 

Kok Beng village. Lesson 3 song Listen and sing, Students can sing the song “At the 

park!” Lesson 4 Phonics SEAL stage 1: Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt and Uu, students practiced to say 

the sound, read the words write the sound. I built the sentence to show the students first 

and then asked students to build by themselves one at the time. For daily practice I 

applied spoken practice. Students listened and chanted“Where is the queen Q, q queen?” 

Lesson 5 skills Time: I taught students on page 38 about reading time all students can 

read the text very well. I got them to read one by one. They read the text and answer the 

questions Lesson 6 Listening students listened and number the correct picture, students 

can ask and answer about the things in their books(this is a doll, kite, book, ball, teddy/… 

and the last was Unit Test 5. 

 

6 .Week 3 I taught Unit6 “Billy`s teddy!” This lesson focused on the possession used 

by apostrophe plus –s.  Lesson 1 Words (mum, dad, sister, brother, grandma, grandpa, 

aunt, uncle, cousin) listen point and repeat, Students can used in the sentences then read 

the dialogue 1-4. Lesson 2 Grammar, this lesson students practiced using the possession 

with apostrophe and -s “This is mum`s book” and repeat, chant and they can follow the 

pictures and write the possession of people. “It is grandpa`s pen.” Lesson 3 listen and 

sing the song, students can sing “In my family.” song and they like this song so much. 

Lesson 4 Phonics Listen to the sounds and join the letters. Read and circle the sounds 

“Vv, Ww, Xx, Yy and Zz” at the start of the words. And in work book students practiced 

to say the sound and say the words. Read and write the letters. In lesson 5 skills time 

reading.in this lesson students practice to read the topic “My photos of my family at the 

park”, I got Students to read one by one and they chose the answers True or False from 1-

4.  Lesson 6 Listening, Students listened and tick the correct picture, and speaking, 

students can identify the names in the pictures. Ex: Who`s this? It`s Oli`s dad. Writing, 

students can circle the question marks and underline the sentences. This writing, students 

can identify when we use question marks and when we use full stops. 



6. Week4: Review 2: We reviewed for unit test 6, students had to read and write some 

words in unit 6. They can ask any questions if they had, after that they had to do the 

exercises on page: 46-47. And the last was Unit Test 6 

  

7. Unit Test result  

There are 16 students did Unit test 4, 5 and 6. Among of them 8 students were excellent 

(90%-100%), there were 7 students were very good (80%-89%), there were 2 students were good 

(60%-79%).  

8. Next month plan, In June, I am going to teach unit7, 8 and students are going do the 

Midterm test.  

 

 


